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Background
Bathymetry surveys are essential to provide data
•
•
•
•

to keep navigation charts updated
to obtain insights in water body bottom dynamics and processes
for hydrodynamic modelling
that are particularly important regarding possible climate change effects on hydrodynamics

Yet bathymetry data are often scarce
• because bathymetry surveys are generally expensive
• and often complicated in terms of equipment, staff, logistics, feasibility (shallow waters)

 A methodology combining low cost single beam sonar with dual-frequency differential
high-precision GNSS is proposed
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Case study − site
Barcelos
•
•
•
•

city in northern Portugal
crossed by the river Cávado
ca. 18 km upriver
Medieval bridge and surrounding area; ~2.5 km stretch

Portugal
Spain

100 km
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Case study − objectives
Bathymetry and topography survey of bridge
and surrounding area
• to assess present situation
• to assess future dynamics and risks
medieval
bridge

Orthomosaic of UAV-based
aerial photos
– fixed-wing drone
– Sony ILCE QX1 (20 Mp)
camera
– 160 m flight height
– 5 cm GSD
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Bathymetry − survey equipment
Equipment
• rigid inflatable boat
• dual-frequency differential high-precision GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
• Lowrance®, HDS-7 plotter, single-beam sonar, model: FA XDCR, 83 kHz (52°) – 200 kHz
(22°); max. depth 300m, max. ping rate: 20 pings/s

Transducer

Plotter
D-GNSS
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Bathymetry − positioning
Plotter/sonar
• has its own navigation GPS, which is not very precise  precise horizontal location of
depth measurements is not known, which affects DEM
• Recording of 2 GPS positions per second, 20 depth measurements (pings) per second
(10 depth measurements/position record)
• no time (hour-min-sec) record – records start at 0 milliseconds
• coordinates: Lowrance Mercator projection

High precision GNSS
• ~1 position record (x, y, z) per second
• geographic coordinates (lat, lon)
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Bathymetry − positioning
Horizontal positioning
• sonar and GNSS x, y coordinates were converted to ETRS89/PT-TM06
• 1st – sonar and GNSS trajectories were plotted in a GIS  2nd – the 2 shapes were overlayed
(visually) and the correct (GNSS) time (hh:mm:ss) was assigned to the sonar records (first to
one, the others can be calculated based on the time laps in miliseconds)
OR
• sonar and GNSS trajectories were analysed in a spreadsheet, 1st – assigning an approximate
time to sonar records  2nd – adjusting times through iteration, minimizing the squared
differences between sonar and GNSS locations for a given time
 synchronization of sonar and GNSS times
• Precise/correct GNSS location was interpolated for the denser sonar data (in a spreadsheet)

 Sonar records with precise GNSS position and time
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Bathymetry − vertical positioning
• For the vertical coordinate (depth) the offset between the GNSS
antenna and the transducer is considered/subtracted

 GNSS-corrected depth records
• Data were filtered to eliminate outliers and errors
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Bathymetry − survey
• However, limitation to navigation because of dams
 survey in 3 sections

dam next to
medieval bridge
upstream
dam
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Bathymetry − survey
• Survey in 3 sections because of dams
• Tracks along river and perpendicular (crossings for validation), with 10-15m spacing

 Problem: data around dams are missing because boat cannot approach/sample them
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Bathymetry − DEM
• BUT, since UAV-based DEM was obtained with very low river flow, and bathymetry at
high river flow, the UAV-based altimetry DEM was used to fill gaps

Orthomosaic of
aerial photos
obtained with
an UAV

DEM
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Bathymetry − DEM
• 20 points/s (on GNSS corrected track) are too many for interpolation
 calculation of of mean depth and position per ~10 points
 smoothing
• spatial interpolation
through Kriging to a
regular grid with 1 m
resolution
• single raster computed
using 3 sets of
bathymetry data linked
with altimetry survey
data (resampled from 5 cm
to 1 m resolution)
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Bathymetry − DEM
• depths ranged from 3.35 m (immediately downstream of the bridge) to 7.10 m
more upstream
 although at 18 km
distance from the
river mouth, height
difference to MSL is
small
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Bathymetry − validation
• overlapping altimetry & bathymetry data (UAV-based DEM obtained with very low river flow,
and bathymetry at high river flow)

• bathymetries at track crossings
• previous tests in Douro Estuary, with moving boat (at several speeds)
 errors <20 cm
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Concluding remarks
•

•

•

Integrating sonar depth measurements with high-precision GNSS positions (using the
GPS time of the two devices for synchronisation), no physical, electronic link between
both devices is needed and precise depth-position values can be obtained without the
often applied and less reliable tide correction.
Given the low depths and calm waters in the test areas, effects of boat pitch, roll and
yaw were neglected, though an inertial measurement unit (IMU) can easily be coupled
with the GNSS to extract ship motion data and correct bathymetries accordingly.
The proposed method is simple and affordable, allowing for more frequent surveys and
a better coverage of dynamic systems such as rivers and estuaries.
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